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Parkmead’s ‘substantial Melrose
seizes
value’ Greater Perth aim control
of GKN
MARKETS

North Sea: Aberdeen-based company ups oil reserves by 67% and cuts losses

BY ALLISTER THOMAS
Parkmead Group said yesterday
it aimed to unlock “substantial
value” from the Greater Perth
Area (GPA) in the UK North Sea.
The GPA ambition was set out
by the Aberdeen-based firm as it
reported a narrowing of first-half
losses for its 2017-18 trading year.
London-listed Parkmead, with
operations in the UK North Sea
and the Netherlands, posted pretax losses of £4million for the six
months to December.
This was down from £4.5million in the same period in 2016.
It comes after the firm took full
control of GPA, which lies in the
central North Sea, and includes
the Perth and Dolphin fields, last
month after a deal with Faroe
Petroleum.
The transaction lifted Parkmead’s net reserves to 46.3million barrels of oil equivalent, a
67% increase on the previous
year.
Yesterday, Parkmead said a detailed study was being carried
out to find out whether its GPA
development can be tied-back to
the Nexen-operated Scott platform nearby.
Executive chairman Tom Cross
added: “I am pleased to report
excellent progress (in the ac-

counting period). The group has
doubled gross profits through a
combination of Parkmead’s increased gas production in the
Netherlands and the proactive
cost-reduction programme in
the UK.
“We are also pleased with the
major progress made with the
Greater Perth Area project.
“By increasing our stake in
the Perth and Dolphin oil fields,

“Majorprogress
madewithGreater
PerthAreaproject”
Parkmead’s oil and gas reserves
grew by some 67%.
“The study with Nexen will
examine one path to potentially
unlock the substantial value of
the GPA project for the benefit of
the UK and Parkmead shareholders, as well as providing further
value for the existing infrastructure partners.
“The team at Parkmead is
working intensively to evaluate
and execute further opportunities
which could build value.”
The company highlighted firsthalf gross profits of £1.4million,
up from £700,000 a year earlier,
on flat revenue of £2.7million.

ON THE UP: Parkmead executive chairman Tom Cross said the group had doubled gross proﬁts

BY BEN WOODS
Shares in GKN were sent
soaring yesterday after Melrose emerged victorious in
a closely fought battle to
seize control of the engineering giant.
The FTSE 100 Index lifted 11.87 points to 7,056.61,
with GKN climbing 9%, or
40p, to £4.63 after shareholders backed Melrose’s
£8.1billion bid with a
52.43% share of the vote.
It brings to a close a bitter battle that has raged
since January, although
there are likely to be renewed calls for Business
Secretary Greg Clark to
intervene in the deal.
Melrose has stressed its
commitment to improving
“not only GKN, but the UK
economy”, committing to
keeping the firm listed in
London and headquartered
in the UK as part of a fiveyear pledge.
Unions and MPs have
warned over asset stripping and flagged national
security concerns, claims
Melrose has rejected.
Sterling drifted 0.4%
lower versus the US dollar
to $1.40, while Brent crude
oil was off 1% at $69.11 a
barrel.

